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ABSTRACT 
Network Monitoring Tool useful for log and monitor data flow in and out  of the network.  The service runs as a 

local service that is helpful for network engineer to  perform daily routines duty. The basic task of network engineer 

to check congestion in the network and find out root cause for it. It can be useful in troubleshooting packets loss and 

latency. The tool is basically designed for TCP (Transmission Control  Protocol),  UDP (User Datagram Protocol) 

and ARP (Address Resolution Protocol). It traces timestamp, source-MAC, destination-MAC,  and source IP, 

destination IP, source port, and destination  port  and packet length. To keep all data and information which used    

to transfer data from source to destination, network engineer mostly used various types of tools. These tools 

continually  monitor network actives and notify the  network  engineer. Network Monitoring Tool informs us how 

well network  is  running during the various actives (operations) on different time.  It is mainly useful for analyzing 

and monitoring the network  traffic between various terminals and system that are in network and also get 

information into data files. After dumping of data  it  is used by network engineer to analyze for any problem in face 

by end user machine connected across the network. If any user machines behaved abnormally we can easily fetch 

the  dumped data which is associated with that machine in order to resolve to that machine. If required another tool 

which are  decryption  of data can be used to find the problem. 
 

Keywords: Network Monitoring System(NMS), Benefits, Working process, Implementations of NMS. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Now everybody need to connected internet because of its useful and useless desire, so every second in network, 

millions of users are start and stop various services over network. It is very difficult task for system administrator to 

monitor the status of its services every second. So the basic need of administrator is software which performs it job 

easily and increases the network productivity. Because of unbalance network, network administrator cannot provide 

proper support to user with uninterrupted network services without using any tool. 

 

Network Monitoring Tool enables monitor data flowing in and out of the network. The program runs as a local 

service. It helps administrator to check for congestion in the network and the root cause for it. It can be useful in 

troubleshooting packet loss and latency. 

 

Network monitoring tool is very important task of network administrator/system administer with the help of 

monitoring they will increase the perform employee productive and infrastructure cost. 

 

This tool can be used by network administrator to monitor the traffic and report any unusual anomaly usage. It also 

helps in maintaining overall performance of the network. Packet sniffers or protocol analyzers are tools that are 

commonly used by network technicians to diagnose network related problems. 
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Fig 1. Network Monitoring System 

 

Network monitoring can be achieve with the help of various types of software tool or set of plug and play hardware 

and software combination network monitoring system use to identifies various type of daily network problem. 

Monitoring of network is also increase the quickly solve the problem. There are various types of networking 

monitoring tool are available that time in market that tool performance differ to difference type of tool some tools 

are use only check the connectivity between the nodes, some tools are use only check the performance of various 

networking devices that are also known as in real network as nodes, some tools are used to check the uploading and 

downloading speed of data transmission in various node. 

 

Network monitoring tool describe the information which is used by network administrator to identify what are the 

various nodes in network which transfer data in the network, what bandwidth they are use to transmit the data in the 

tool we are also monitor sender and receiver information, and also define what types of data they are transmitted, 

what method they are use to transmit the data and define the rate of packet data. 

 

II. BENEFITS 
 

If network work properly no issue then administrator gets call and get news is network is down then whole network 

team face challenge. This time network gets performance issue. Meaning network team are feel network fine 

whenever user not complain. So to increases the performance of network team monitor network is very important 

and it will also troubleshoot easily. 

 Stay ahead of outages 

 Fix issues faster and easily 

 Gain immediate ROI 

 Manage growing, changing network 

 

A. Stay ahead of outages 

Human error, configuration issues, and environment factors all contribute on it. Implement network monitoring 

system is basic and simple ways to prevent these from happening. It has potential to visibility to one step solving 

problem. By show live network performance easily detect why network is slow down. 
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B. Fix issues faster and easily 

In down time of network some users not provide money when services are down. So if we monitor network then we 

find out the factor behind it very easily and fix problem. 

 

C. Gain immediate ROI 

In today industry face the problem of money, so they don’t have more staff to check network manually and it is not 

good practice also to check network manually because of critical network is not easily check by human so they use 

network monitoring software. 

 

D. Manage growing , changing network 

Due to innovation in network, number of user increases and problems is also increases so if we monitor network 

properly then only we solve the problem. 

 

III. WORKING PROCESS 
 

We understand that in network only transfer various information from one device to other device with the help of 

packet because packet is only thing which run over the network. Basically network monitoring system in which 

packet is filter as user required packet containing so much information some information is useful but not all so we 

filter different type of packets. Size of packet is mostly between 1000 to 1500 byte. 

 

 
Fig 2. Packet 

 

As stated earlier, in order to design a network  monitoring tool the first and the most important step is to fetch all the 

data that is sent across the network is sent in the 
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form of data unit that called packet. In other terms is a method of growing data which is transmitted all over a 

digital network into packet. 

 

A packet is powerful part of data that is routed between origin and receiver on the network or internet. When 

we transfer any file (e-mail, web pages, mp3, graphics file URL and many more) is sent from one place to 

another over the network, The Transmission control protocol (TCP) layer of TCP/IP divide file into some 

small parts that is known as “chunks” for routing in network. Each of these packets is containing address of 

destination. After addressing packed is transport over network and consider different path of network to reach 

its desire destination. Some “Packet” is called datagram because protocol like TCP, the User datagram 

protocol (UDP) know the term datagram. 

 

Packet is divided into three parts:- 

 Packet Header 

 Payload/Data 

 Packet Trailer 

 

A. Packet Header 

Header contains information about data take by the packet. Header contains the basic information of data which is 

useful for transfer data into network. Header includes instruction which is contained. 

 Sender Information 

 Destination information 

 Protocol 

 Packet number 

 Synchronization 

 Length of packet 

 

 
 

B. Payload/Data 

Payload is the actual data which is send by sender to receiver if packet is fixed length payload can be padded 

with Blank information. 

 

C. Packet Trailer 

Trailer is also known as footer of the packet to receiving device. This part is basically containing useful information 

which used in receiver side. It contains error detection information. After receiving message receiver check the data 
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and use trailer part for error detection if any error on data then receiver discard receiver data and inform sender to 

send data again otherwise receiver accept data and send acknowledge message to sender. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTAION 
 

There are various platforms available to develop network monitoring system. In all platform the common part is all 

network monitoring system. 

 

 
Fig 4. Implementation 

 

A. User Interface 

The user interface is platform where network administrator and its team interact with monitoring system. It will be 

develop with programming language. 
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Fig 5. User Interface 

 

B. Packet Sniffing 

That is user to capture packet from real network. 

 

C. Packet Processing 

Using packet processing we filter only useful packet which come from sniffing. 

 

D. Data Storage 

Now after packet processing the relevant information which is use in future by administrator that is store in file or 

database. 

  

V. CONCLUSION 
 

Features such as flexibility, reusability, fast development of networks create endless new and thrilling areas for 

network monitoring. In future, this wide range where networks can be applied would take an integral place in our 

life. But still, monitoring network needs to fulfill the constraints brought by dominating factors such as scalability 

issues, fault tolerance, cost of production, change in the layout of network and power consumption. In this survey 

paper, we describe the brief overview regarding monitoring, their applications and the factors influencing the 

network design. 
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